Object instance segmentation is a challenging task in computer vision research, and instance annotation is its key sub-task and a basic component of segmentation models. In this paper, we propose the Deep Active Curve Network (DACN) which combines powerful ResNet models with GCN-based active curves. This new method regards instance segmentation as a points/vertices, edges and object masks prediction task instead of only a pixel-labeling problem. The multi-scale encoder firstly predicts a coarse result through a combination of the edge and segmentation features in a multi-task learning framework, which is effective dealing with objects with rough boundaries. In order to generate an accurate object annotation, an iterative Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) is used to correct the encoder's feature map and move all vertices of the predicted coarse result to the edge of the corresponding ground truth. A novel weighted loss function further estimates the location of points, edges, and segmented areas, and optimizes the annotation results. Finally, we use the improved 5-interpolation Catmull-Rom spline (CRS) algorithm which exploits key points to control the active curves around objects. In the experimental analysis, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed method on three datasets in automatic mode, including Cityscapes, ADE20K and Rooftop. We further show the generalization ability of our approach on two novel cross-domain datasets.
I. INTRODUCTION
Object instance segmentation is an important task that predicts the detail structures of a given object with a specific category in an image. For example, it is crucial in the field of intelligent traffic monitoring and autonomous driving to locate and segment moving objects such as cars, pedestrians, and other transportations [1] , [2] . In addition to the transportation research, automatically extracting building footprints from aerial imagery is widely used in remote sensing [3] - [6] . These applications motivate the development of automatic instance annotation and segmentation to form a clear understanding of an object or region.
Many studies have investigated how to learn features for pixel-wise segmentation of an object. Grabcut [7] is the pioneering work applied for semantic analysis of images, which is used to segment the object's area from bounding boxes provided by the annotator. Felzenszwalb and The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Sudipta Roy .
Huttenlocher [8] and Achanta et al. [9] generated superpixels to build a graph as the key building block of object segmentation, which performs a cluttering of pixels as nodes on a graph. Multi-scale Combinatorial Grouping (MCG) [10] integrates classical contour detection methods such as gpbucm [11] and considers the multi-scale problem to learn the feature on pixel-segmented images. Recently, CNNs have been proven as an effective of semantic [12] , [13] and object instance information. Researchers have applied CNNs that can learn deep features from a variety of data to improve the performance of their methods, and new methods combined with classical algorithms are proposed and widely used in the object segmentation task [14] .
However, although some instance segmentation methods have emerged to provide precise predictions of certain objects, manual annotation of datasets with hundreds of images is time-consuming. Many recent methods do not have the ability to extract objects accurately in general settings. There are two main reasons for these problems: (1) the pixel-wise segmentation and annotation is dense, because every pixel represents the features and categories of regions of an object; (2) the pixel-level analysis and prediction is complex and depends heavily on the structure and category feature of an object, which results in a model trained on one dataset generalizing poorly on another dataset. To solve these problems, recent methods [15] - [17] discover the polygon representation and the efficiency of local vertices around polygon. However, these methods have only considered a small number of useful features without focusing on salient boundaries, vertex location information, and the flexibility of active curves. Therefore, object instance analysis in image segmentation or annotation is still a challenging problem.
Considering the aforementioned challenges and problems, as shown in Fig. 1 , we propose a Deep Active Curve Network (DACN) based on GCN that can extract a feature vector for each node and automatically annotate the area of an object instance, which can be viewed as an encoder-decoder structure. In the training stage, the multi-scale encoder based on ResNet-101 can refine the spatial information of the provided bounding box by multi-scale receptive view and context. It is then divided into two branches including edge detection and object segmentation to extract two different features. Finally, they are combined to generate the global features of this encoder. Here, we make use of the hard parameter sharing of hidden layers in multi-task learning framework, and then combine the correlation between edge and segmentation features to optimize the boundaries of the final segmented regions. The multi-layer residual GCN is treated as the decoder, which predicts the vertices of the final polygon around an object through forward and backward propagation and makes local corrections to the features from the encoder. A novel weighted loss function is proposed in this paper to estimate the location of vertices, the probability distribution of edges, and masks of object regions. In the test stage, we use an improved 5-interpolation spline algorithm to draw the active curves of point set predicted by DACN. In addition, we exploit this point set to annotate the vertices, edges, and masks of object instances.
The advantages of our method are summarized as follows: (1) Our multi-scale encoder is trained by multi-task learning with two different computer vision tasks, edge detection and object segmentation, as shown in Fig. 1 . The two related tasks can effectively assist each other to generate object features with edge information; (2) A novel weighted loss function computes the probability of points matching and the location of vertices, edges detection and masks segmentation. The fine-tuned model by this loss function can learn more comprehensive feature information than relevant polygonbased annotation methods; (3) The improved 5-interpolation spline algorithm generates fewer geometric features such as cusps and loops away from control points. An accurate active curve ensures that the predicted results are closed to the real annotations. (4) In the research of instance segmentation, many methods only utilize the models trained by CNNs. We make full use of the relational features predicted by GCNs to correct the traditional convolutional features.
II. RELATED WORK A. PIXEL-LEVEL METHODS
Many existing methods are based on pixel-level refinements of object proposals, which has been formulated as a pixelwise foreground-background binary segmentation. Some of the early methods optimized the performance of instance segmentation by minimizing the energy function, such as Graphcut [18] and Grabcut [7] . The objects can be located by drawing a box around them, and additional clicks and scribbles provide the interactive information between foreground and background. Recently, segmentation models can be trained end-to-end with new deep convolutional frameworks, which usually predict an extra information at each pixel to assists in the performance improvements. The deep watershed transform [14] combines classical watershed transform and deep learning model to predict directions and an energy map of the image, and a cut at the extra energy level can directly produce connected components corresponding to object instances. DEXTR [19] takes advantage of extreme points generated by user clicks as an extra channel to image features, and the powerful Deeplab structure is used to perform user-guided segmentation. Additionally, Li et al. [20] refine regions belong to an object instance by performing multiple unconstrained inference steps at the pixel level. Zhang et al. [21] perform local instance disambiguation and labeling by a global conditional random field (CRF) to achieve instance label consistency.
B. EDGE/CURVE-BASED METHODS
Another way to deal with object instance segmentation problems is to detect the edge of an object accurately, thereby generating a corresponding mask by tracking closed predicted boundary. The CASENet [22] extends binary edge detection to k−classes semantic boundary detection firstly, which straightly concatenated the different level of features to extract the boundary. Inspired by this multi-scale architecture, Yu et al. [23] propose a Discriminative Feature Network (DFN) with channel attention block to select more discriminative features. Furthermore, it can also learn the boundary features in the deep semantic boundary supervision branch. Although DFN can learn two different visual tasks including edge detection and segmentation, the two tasks are unrelated and performed independently. Based on the multi-task network cascade framework, Hayder et al. [24] exploit the boundary-aware representation to produce a mask for every object instance in an input image. This network learns the boundary-aware instance segmentation in an endto-end manner. In addition to the improvement of network structures, Acuna et al. [25] use level-set formulation with learning-based boundary detectors to predict fine object semantic boundaries from coarse labels; Wang et al. [5] propose a method to integrate closed contours, smooth edges, and sharp corners into the instance segmentation process; Cheng et al. [3] improve this research to encourage spline curves to match building boundaries. Recent work has also predicted the instance segmentation results utilizing a polygon [16] and spline curve [17] around the object with Graph Convolutional Networks. However, these edge/curve-based methods have two disadvantages as follows: (1) Multi-scale edge features are not incorporated into segmentation maps, which leads to generate rough boundaries; (2) Location information is not well learned in the overall network, which plays an important role in correcting the initial edges accurately. Our novel instance segmentation method is based on previous literatures. To solve above two problems, we have added a multi-task learning framework with multi-scale features and method of locating points on the boundary.
C. OBJECT DETECTION-BASED METHODS
Many approaches about object instance segmentation rely on object detection [6] , [15] , [16] , [26] - [28] , and use ConvNet over a box proposal or polygon around the object to perform object labeling. In He et al. [26] , the instance segmentation process is decomposed into detection and binary segmentation parts. These region-based approaches [26] - [28] , which apply deep networks on learning candidate object regions, have been proved highly successful. An alternative to region-based instance segmentation is the polygon-based methods [6] , [15] , [16] , which start to predict the location of all vertices of the polygon around the detected object and then draw a corresponding mask to represent the predicted segmentation result. In Duan and Lafarge [29] , a method that generates super-pixels is proposed in the form of polygons which define object regions to label aerial images. This research is innovative and promising because it completes multi-feature learning based on vertices, edges, and masks of objects with different categories. However, some related methods such as Acuna et al. [16] only use edge detection as an optimization of the final segmentation results which cannot combine with the features of boundaries completely. Our model can solve the above issues by multi-task learning framework including edge detection and instance segmentation.
D. OBJECT ANNOTATION METHODS
Because object instance segmentation by manual annotation is time-consuming, there is a large amount of literature about how to automatically label object instances. These annotation methods have been developed gradually from graph-cut based approaches [18] , [30] to CNN-based architectures [6] , [15] - [17] , [19] , [31] . In a seminal work, Maninis et al. [19] utilize extreme points in an object as the input to the provided Deeplab model. It is useful for interactive segmentation, video object segmentation, and guided segmentation. A recent literature has also focused on the simplicity and speed of annotation methods. For example, Castrejon et al. [15] and Acuna et al. [16] treat instance annotation as a polygon prediction task which supports human interaction at any time. Ling et al. [17] extend polygon annotation to spline curves prediction, and further improve the speed of their algorithm. Our approach is an end-to-end instance segmentation framework for automatic annotation, which exploits 2D bounding boxes provided by the annotator as the input to the instance annotation work. We do not consider the interactive annotation methods with manual modification.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
Active curves are flexible and efficient to fit the edges of many objects with different shapes. Therefore, in order to complete the instance segmentation and annotate different categories of objects, we propose a Deep Active Curve Network (DACN) to learn the location of key points around objects, which are used to control the active curves that represent salient edges. In Fig. 2 , the DACN is described as an encoder-decoder structure with Multi-Scale network (Encoder) and GCN (Decoder). The encoder feature and an initialization with point sets that make up a circular curve are decoded and corrected by an iterative GCN; then these predicted key vertices are controlled by the active curve algorithm to generate the final refine prediction.
A. MULTI-SCALE ENCODER NETWORK
Given a bounding box around an object, we crop its corresponding area and encode it using our multi-scale encoder network. Based on the DFN [23] , we add the fusion branch into this structure and simplify it by removing several convolutional layers to avoid the over-fitting of training process. Multi-Scale Encoder Network contains the edge detection branch, segmentation branch, and feature fusion branch. Each of these branches needs to deal with the extraction and fusion of different scale information. Finally, the edge and segmentation features from above two architectures are combined to generate the final encoder features. Fig. 3(a) shows the architecture of our multi-scale network. The ResNet-101 [32] is used as a base encoder model. Because this model has five different stages and each stage has different recognition abilities, our encoder network utilizes the features from high and low stages to refine the final encoder information. In the segmentation branch, a bottom-up architecture utilizes the high stage's semantic features to refine the low stage's spatial features for the optimal prediction. With the Global Average Pooling (GAP) layer, we can obtain accurate discriminative location [33] from ResNet-based model. Furthermore, we simplify the CAB [23] to the SAB (Segmentation Attention Block) ( Fig. 3(b) ) by removing a 1 × 1 convolutional and ReLU layer, which is used to combine the features of adjacent scales to compute an attention vector. In the edge detection branch, through combining coarse high-layer information with fine low-layer information, a top-bottom architecture can learn the accurate semantic boundary with polygon supervision. Following Yu et al. [23] , we also exploit the Edge Refinement Block (ERB) ( Fig. 3(c) ) which is the variant of the RRB [23] to extract the feature maps of each scale in encoder networks.
Fusion Branch: These two branches are trained to predict the probability of an object edge map and segmentation feature on a 28 × 28 grid. They are concatenated to two convolutional layers with 3 × 3 kernels with 256 and 256 channels, respectively. We apply batch norm at each time step. After fusion branch processing, the multiscale network will output the encoder features with edge information. Notation: Let X img denote the cropped area of the input image according to a bounding box. We define A 
s }. In order to get the binary edge map f edge , we use a convolutional layer with one output channel and sigmoid activation. Finally, the fusion branch is applied to f edge and f seg to predict the encoder features F.
B. RESIDUAL GCN DECODER NETWORK 1) GRAPH DEFINITION
Our GCN Decoder network aims to move the point correctly to the accurate edge around the object. Therefore, we initialize the location area of an object as a circular set of key points. We define kp i = [x i , y i ] T as the coordinate of the i−th key point to control the active curve, and V = {kp 0 , kp 1 , . . . , kp N −1 } as the set of all key points. Following Ling et al. [17] , we build the graph as G = (V , E) with V as nodes and E as edges in the graph. E is formed by connecting each point in V with its four neighboring points.
In Fig. 2 , the input feature in the GCN contains points set of initial circular curve I V ←(x i ,y i ) and the corresponding features F V ←(x i ,y i ) extracted from multi-scale encoder network. Each point of F is computed by bilinear interpolation, so the initial input of GCN can be expressed as:
2) GCN-BASED DECODER MODEL
Due to GCN's higher capacity, as shown in Fig. 4 , we combine the multi-layer GCN and fully connected layers to build the decoder. According to Kipf and Welling [34] , the forward computing process for a key node/point kp i at layer l is: where adj(kp i ) denotes the adjacency matrix calculated from kp i and its adjacent point kp j ; w 0 and w 1 are the weight matrices. In addition to the traditional GCN layer at the front and rear ends in Fig. 4 , our GCN-based decoder model has two residual GCN layers [35] in the middle to optimize the previous features. From the structure on the right of Fig. 4 , we can get the forward propagation precess of a residual GCN layer as:
where r l+1 i is the feature of key point kp i obtained by l + 1 GCN layer and ReLU; w 0 ,w 1 ,ŵ 0 ,ŵ 1 are the weight matrices for the residual GCN. Finally, GCN-based decoder model will predict the relative location shift ( x i , y i ), which changes initial vertex's coordinate g 0 i (x i , y i ) to a new location g 0 i (x i , y i ) + ( x i , y i ). To refine the predicted coarse result, we add an iterative strategy to the architecture of decoder following Wei et al. [36] in the training stage.
C. ACTIVE CURVES
In our DACN method, the active curve model based on several control points is used to build a curve that represents the geometric shape of object. Active curve generation algorithms commonly include B-Spline [37] , Lagrange Interpolation Spline [38] , and Catmull-Rom Spline (CRS) [39] . As shown in Fig. 5 , B-Spline can not go through all control points. The Lagrange interpolation method create a curve with a cusp, and only the Catmull-Rom Spline produces a well-fitting curve and flexibly controls the shape of this curve compared to polygon. Therefore we use CRS as the active curve generation method. Based on Yuksel et al. [39] , we change the key points set for i in range(c) do 7: if i == 0 then 8: inputFeat = concat(F, initPoly) 9:
else 10: initPoly = gcnPredPoly 11: inputFeat = concat(F, initPoly) 12: end if 13: gcnPred = ResGCN(inputFeat) 14: gcnPredPoly = initPoly + gcnPred 15: end for 16: predCurve = ActiveCurve(gcnPredPoly) 17 :
Because 6 key points make up 5 curve segments, we call this improved method the 5-interpolation Catmull-Rom spline, which can faster generate a active curve compared to original algorithm. Following Tan and Acharya [40] , the update process of t i is expressed as: t i+1 = ||kp i+1 − kp i || γ 2 + t i , t 0 = 0, γ = 0.5. We also add additional key points to make the predicted curve end-to-end:
The training process of instance segmentation with GCN-based active curves is summarized in Algorithm 1. The input includes a image and initial circle that is composed of points set (x, y) with radius r, where (x, y) is the coordinates of initial points, and c denotes the number of iterations.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION
We train our DACN model with three different loss functions, including the edge detection loss, the point matching and location loss, and the segmentation mask loss. They use vertices/points, edges, and masks as the basic units to calculate the loss for model training.
A. EDGE DETECTION LOSS
As each object instance is cropped in a corresponding bounding box, this edge detection is viewed as binary-label problem. To deal with the imbalance of the positive and negative samples, we use the class-balanced cross-entropy loss [41] to supervise the output of edge detection branch of multi-scale encoder network, as shown in Equation 4 : where f edge is the estimated probability that the edge exists, which is also the output feature of the edge detection branch. β = |Y poly − |/|Y poly | and 1 − β = |Y poly + |/|Y poly |, where |Y poly + | and |Y poly − | denote the edge and non-edge ground truth, respectively. Fig. 6 shows several examples of the predicted edge map in the training stage. The first row is the input images with red bounding boxes. The second row is the polygon ground truth labels. The last row is the predicted edge maps. Our edge branch of the multi-scale encoder can predict edge-perceptual information which is used to refine the encoding features.
B. POINT MATCHING AND LOCATION LOSS
We train our DACN by moving some wrong points into their correct locations and matching them with labeled points. Assuming K (it is set to 1280 in our experiments) discrete points of uniform sampling in order on the active curve around object, we define prediction and ground truth point sets as SP = {sp 0 , sp 1 , . . . , sp K } and SP = {sp 0 , sp 1 , . . . , sp K }, respectively. P(SP) is the probability values of SP at the corresponding coordinates, P(sp i ) ∈ [0, 1]. Following Ribera et al. [42] , we use the Weighted Hausdorff Distance (WHD) loss function in our DACN to estimate the location of points:
where d(sp i , sp i ) is the Euclidean distance between two points sp i and sp i , d max = max(d(sp i , sp i )). In the first term, is set to 1e − 6; P(sp i ) is used to penalize high activations in the false positive instance segmentation regions; and In the second term, M sp i ∈SP [.] is defined as the generated mean of DACN's prediction point sets SP corresponding to the minimum function when α = −∞:
which uses a linear function to control the changes of M [.]. After training with d WH (.) to locate the prediction points, we use the point matching loss function l m to avoid the selfintersections of curves in the object instance segmentation. It is viewed as the regression of point sets, so the final loss is a combination of Equation 5 and l m for the points training:
where l m = min K ||P(SP) − P(SP )|| 1 .
The mean square error loss is also used in the experiments, but the segmentation performance is not improved. Fig. 7 shows IoU curves of different models under different training steps, we can see that adding WHD loss will speed up the convergence of original DACN.
C. SEGMENTATION MASK LOSS
Points and edges only represent local information. To match the region of prediction and ground truth polygon accurately and leverage global information, we frame object segmentation as a regression problem. DACN prediction SP and ground truth SP are rendered into segmentation masks M (SP) and M (SP ) using the filling polygons method from OpenCV. Therefore, the difference between predicted and the ground-truth masks can be computed with the L1 loss:
where l mask is the pixel-wise accuracy of the predicted mask M (SP) with respect to the ground truth M (SP ). We have also tried dice loss and focal loss, but we notice that L 1 -norm is good enough to generate clear and accurate segmentation results. Finally, we take l point as the initial loss function and use two parameters λ 1 and λ 2 to balance l point , l edge and l mask , as Equation 12 shows:
where λ 1 and λ 2 are set to 100 and 1 respectively in the experiments. We also analyze the sensitivity of these three parameters in balance of three losses of Section 5.
V. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
In this section, we evaluate our approach for the task of object instance annotation and segmentation on the Cityscapes dataset, and provide additional results on cross-domain datasets such as ADE20K [43] and Rooftop [6] to verify the generalizability of our method. Assuming that each object instance has a bounding-box around it, we use our DACN not only for the instance-level prediction but also for automatic instance annotation. Finally, we report our segmentation performance with the standard IoU measure, and also compute F-Score which calculates prediction/recall between the predicted and ground-truth edges. These two evaluation metrics are defined as:
where ROI P and ROI G denote the prediction and ground truth segmentation area.
A. AUTOMATIC ANNOTATION ON CITYSCAPES DATASET 1) DATASET
Cityscapes instance segmentation dataset [1] consists of images taken from 27 cities in Germany and neighboring countres, which contains 2975 training, 500 validation and 1525 test images. To compare the performance under the same experiment condition, following [15] , we select the images from Weimar and Zurich two cities as the validation and the remaining cities as our training set. Since points/vertices, edges and masks are used in the model training, we sample points and process the ground-truth polygon to obtain corresponding point sets, edges and segmentation areas. The annotations of the dataset have eight object categories: bicycle, bus, person, train, truck, motorcycle, car and rider.
2) MODEL TRAINING
To train our DACN model,we use Adam optimizer with a batch size = 10 and an initial learning rate of 3e−5 which we decay every 7 epochs. Weight decay is set to 1e − 5 to prevent the overfitting of our model. We perform the same approach of data augmentation as [15] . For the task of instance segmentation, we predict polygon at resolution 28 × 28 in the multi-scale encoder and use 1280 vertices to estimate the corresponding locations of objects' boundaries. Our DACN model takes approximately 20 hours to train on a Nvidia GTX1070 GPU and uses pytorch as backend.
3) ABLATIONS
We study each component of DACN and provide the results in Table 1 . By performing 5 iterations in GCN decoder, IoU is increased by 0.64%. In Fig. 8 , we see that iteration strategy can move the active curves (the first row of Fig. 8 ) near the ground truth boundaries of objects. To refine the edge features, we add edge prediction on multi-scale encoder with GCN. As shown in Table 1 , the performance is further improved by almost 0.7%, and the predicted segmentation result (the second row of Fig. 8 ) matches well with the area of object. Finally, the mask prediction module leads to large improvements (0.94%) over the model trained with edge detection branch alone.
4) COMPARISONS WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS
To evaluate the instance segmentation and annotation performance of our DACN model, we compare with the previous state-of-the-art methods in Cityscapes dataset. In Table 2 , we report IoU values of all other methods and our approach, Spline-GCN(MLoss) [17] is chosen to be the state-of-theart baseline. Given an input image with bounding boxes, DeepMask [44] exploits CNNs to predict a pixel-level segmentation result of an object. Building on the DeepMask network, SharpMask [45] generates high resolution object masks by a bottom-up/top-down architecture, which achieves better performance than the DeepMask. These two approaches only take advantage of pixel-wise features. Square Box introduces the full box which is labeled as the object into pixellevel instance segmentation. Instead of the tight-fit box, Polygon-RNN [15] and Polygon-RNN++ [16] use a square box that is close to the object area and consider the predicted results in the bounding box as the estimation. Although they can accurately predict vertices of a polygon, the annotation method of polygons may lose several importance features such as boundaries around objects. Therefore, our approach uses the active curve labeling method to achieve 0.9% higher mean IoU than Polygon-RNN++ on Cityscapes dataset. DACN is obtained by improving the network architecture and loss functions based on Spline-GCN, in contrast to the latter, the proposed method uses comprehensive image feature information such as points/vertices, edges and segmentation masks. As shown in the last two rows of Table 2 , DACN predicts higher IoU values than Spline-GCN for all eight categories except the bicycle and train.
To evaluate the edge performance of the predicted results, we compute the F-Score which calculates precision/recall between the predicted and ground truth boundary. In Table 3 we report results at the thresholds of 1 and 2 pixels. DACN's F-Score is mostly higher than that of Spline-GCN in each category of Cityscapes dataset, it achieves significant improvements with the F-Score(at 1px)/(at 2px) 1.32%/0.83% higher than Spline-GCN. These results imply that our approach not only has superior segmentation performance but also has better edge detection performance than the state-of-the-art methods.
5) COMPUTATION COST
The costing times of different methods are reported in Table 4 . Polygon-RNN++ need run an RNN after each correction, so it requires 298.0ms to predict segmentation result of one image. Following [17] , we also report the calculation time of PSP-Deeplab is 71.3ms. Spline-GCN achieves an order of magnitude faster than Polygon-RNN++ (29.3ms), on this basis, we reduce the time by 2.8ms by sharing the ResNet's weights in the multi-task learning framework.
6) QUALITATIVE RESULTS
In Fig. 9 , we show examples of image annotated and segmented by the proposed method. The prediction ( Fig. 9(b) ) is obtained by utilizing the bounding box from ground truth. Our DACN model is able to segment object instances of various types and shapes accurately. However, for occluded object, the predicted segmentation map has several missing areas such as the blue car in the last image of Fig. 9(b) , which is because our active curve algorithm only generates one closed region in a bounding box. Therefore, annotating an object with noises such as the occlusion automatically is a challenging image segmentation task.
In Fig. 10 , we compare the annotation results of object instances predicted by polygon-rnn++, spline-GCN and our approach. The matching degree between the GT annotation and our segmentation mask is the highest, and the proposed method can mark the boundary of objects with different categories clearly such as the upper and lower boundaries of the bus in the last image. 
7) BALANCE OF THREE LOSSES
In Equation 12, the balance weights λ 1 and λ 2 among these losses of DACN are crucial. To analyze the effect of these parameters, we experiment with different balance values. Firstly l edge with weight λ 1 is added to the initial loss function l point , then l mask with weight λ 2 is added to this weighted function above. We test five values of {0, 0.1, 10, 100, 1000}. As shown in Fig. 11 , the proposed method achieves the highest performance with λ 1 = 100 and λ 2 = 1.
B. CROSS-DOMAIN ANNOTATION AND SEGMENTATION
In order to verify the generalization performance of our method, we use our DACN model trained on the Cityscapes dataset to predict instances of two different datasets including ADE20K [43] and Rooftop [6] .
1) DATASET
The ADE20K dataset [43] contains 20210, 2000 and 3000 images about general scenes in the training set, validation set and testing set, respectively. Following [15] , we select six categories including television receiver, bus, car, oven, person and bicycle to evaluate the performance of our approach. The Rooftop [6] dataset contains 65 aerial images about rural scenes, which is used as the test set to report the instance segmentation performance.
2) COMPARISONS WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS Table 5 provides the results of the annotation. We use the relevant treatment methods of baselines in literature [17] . Follow [17] , we add about 10% random data from the new field in the Cityscapes dataset, which are used to fine-tune the weights and parameters of our trained model. Results show that DACN has a competitive result in terms of generalization performance. However, the proposed approach performs 1.4% lower than that of spline-GCN in the Rooftop datasets with different categories, which is our future study of cross categories object segmentation. Fig. 12 shows several qualitative results of our method, it is evident that our model produces instance segmentation results of better quality.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented the Deep Active Curve Network (DACN) for automatic annotation, which regards instance segmentation as a multi-task learning process including points/vertices location and matching, edge detection, and mask matching. This model builds on an encoder-decoder architecture. In the encoder network, we use the ResNet-101 model as our base network, and build two multi-scale branches: edge detection network and segmentation network. The final encoder result is obtained after the fusion of these two features. In the decoder network, a multi-layer residual GCN with iterative strategy is adopted to correct the coarse results generated by the multi-scale encoder. Because the decoder's output feature takes the form of a point set, we use the improved 5-interpolation Catmull-Rom spline (CRS) to generate the active curves around objects. In the training stage, a novel weighted loss function is proposed to further improve the performance of instance segmentation. Experiments show that the proposed approach has better generalization performances than existing methods and can significantly improve the IoU values on the Cityscapes and two cross-domain datasets.
However, the DACN only exploits ground truth bounding boxes. Therefore, we will consider evaluating our model on full-image instance segmentation by the automatic object detection method in future. In addition, the approach based on the active curve causes the smoothness problem of predicted results. Although the spline-GCN [17] proposed a differentiable accuracy loss to alleviate this problem, it also introduced additional computational cost and did not support end-to-end training. The analysis of these problems will be our future research directions.
